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Abstract: Nikos Skalkottas's oeuvre includes tonal, atonal, twelve-tone and serial 
compositions. Also, his musical language frequently includes Greek folk elements, 
such as folk or folk-like tunes, traditional rhythms and modes. In his Concerto for two 
violins and orchestra, composed in Athens in 1944-45 and never performed during his 
lifetime, he chose the rebetiko song by Vassilis Tsitsanis "Tha pao ekei stin Arapia «as 
a theme for the Variations form of the second movement. The theme is formed by an 
almost exact version of the song's melody harmonized by the composer. The overall 
atonal context of the movement is created by the multiple layers of musical texture, in 
which modal interchange, modulation, added chromatic elements and consecutive or 
simultaneous use of different modes have as a result extreme chromaticism. The 
present paper tries to explore the way that modal elements, which either exist in the 
rebetiko tune or arise in Skalkottas's variations, are used in order to serve as a source 
for the transformations of the thematic melodic material (especially in the third 
variation). The starting point of the analysis will be the re-harmonization of the modal 
melody. Then, the analytical procedure will focus on the way modal pitch relations as 
well as intervallic relations (horizontal or vertical) establish (or not) pitch centers and 
symmetries as part of the pitch organization of the movement. Also, the issues of 
transposition, polymodal chromaticism, developing variation and other features and 
compositional techniques relating to the overall realization of the variation process 
will be examined and presented. 
 





Nikos Skalkottas's (1904-1949) oeuvre includes tonal, atonal and twelve-tone 
compositions, while in some works a combination of diverse harmonic elements can 
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be observed, making his compositional style idiomatically eclectic.1Being among the 
composers of the first half of the 20th century who turned to the past seeking 
"objectivity" in their music, Skalkottas can be partly characterized as neoclassicist due 
to his preference for classical forms (the catalogue of his works includes many sonatas, 
concertos, quartets, etc).2 This preference also includes variation forms, which he 
employed frequently, adopting either the continuous of the sectional variations type. 
In these variation forms, he typically prefers to avoid serial techniques in order to 
create extreme chromaticism by the accumulation of pitches into aggregates 
(collections of all 12 pitch classes), and tends to keep certain harmonic elements 
constant while applying motivic transformational techniques to the melodic material.3 
Moreover, his musical language frequently includes Greek folk elements, such as folk 
or folk-like tunes, traditional rhythms and modes, which are incorporated in his 
overall atonal musical language.4 Among these works, his Concerto for two violins and 
orchestra, composed in Athens in 1944-45 and never performed during his lifetime, 
stands out, because he instead chose an urban popular (Laiko) song of his time, the 
prewar rebetiko song by Vassilis Tsitsanis "Magissa tis Arapias" (or "Tha pao ekei stin 
Arapia")5as a theme for the variation form of the second movement. Skalkottas's theme 
 
1 For a complete study of the serial and atonal music of Skalkottas, see Eva Matzourani, The Life and 
Twelve-Note Music of Nikos Skalkottas (Farnham: Ashgate, 2011); For Skalkottas's eclecticism, see Katy 
Romanou, "Nikos Skalkottas", in Serbian & Greek Art Music (Bristol: Intellect, 2009), 176. 
2 Yorgos Zervos, "Musical idioms and aesthetic directions in Skalkottas' work", Nikos Skalkottas - A Greek 
European, ed. H. Vrondos (Athens: Benaki Museum, 2008), 50-85. 
3 Mantzourani, The Life and Twelve-Note Music of Nikos Skalkottas, 182-185 (analysis of the 15 Little 
Variations); Costas Tsougras [Κώστας Τσούγκρας], "Nikos Skalkottas' Passacaglia for solo piano: 
Tradition and innovation in equilibrium", Polyphonia 18 (2011): 7-28; Costas Tsougras, "Nikos 
Skalkottas's Thema con Variazioni (thème grec populaire) from Suite for Piano no. 3 – An analytical and 
compositional approach", in The National Element in Music - Conference Proceedings, ed. Nikos Maliaras 
(Athens: Department of Music Studies, Athens University, 2014), 267-287; Costas Tsougras [Κώστας 
Τσούγκρας], "Theme & Variations form in Skalkottas's music: Analysis of "Kurze Variationen auf ein 
Bergsthema" from the 32 Pieces for Piano", in Proceedings of the 7th Conference of the Greek Musicological 
Society (Thessaloniki: Hellenic Musicological Society, 2016), 35-50. 
4 See chapter 3 in John Thorney's entry "Skalkottas, Nikos" in Grove Music Online; Also, see: Costas 
Tsougras (Κώστας Τσούγκρας),"The hellenism of Nikos Skalkottas's music: a 'national' or 'universal' 
composer?", in Proceedings of the conference "Greek Art Music: Tradition and Globalization" (Athens, Greek 
Composers Union, 2008), 19-25; Costas Tsougras (Κώστας Τσούγκρας)], "Elements of Greek folk music 
in Nikos Skalkottas' Mayday Spell - A symbolic mixing of diatonicism and chromaticism", Polyphonia 
20 (2012): 87-108; Giorgos Sakallieros, "Diverging from an established Greek musical nationalism: 
aspects of modernism in the works of Dimitri Mitropoulos, Nikos Skalkottas, Dimitrios Levidis and 
Harilaos Perpessas, during the 1920s and 30s", Muzikologija 12 (2012): 183-206; Markos Tsetsos [Μάρκος 
Τσέτσος], "Nikos Skalkottas: National identity and artistic value", in Neohellenic Music (Athens: Panas 
Music, 2013), 71-86. 
5 The title of the song ("Magissa tis Arapias" or "Tha pao ekei stin Arapia") can be translated as "The 
Witch of Africa" or "I will go away to Africa" (Arapia in informal Greek language is the place where 
black people live, denoting Africa or poetically a faraway place of oblivion). 
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is created by an almost exact version of the song's melody, harmonized atonally and 
orchestrated for two solo violins and orchestra. The whole second movement, which 
corresponds to the slow movement of the concerto, comprises the theme (b. 1-28) and 
its five variations (b. 29-197). 
The overall atonal context of the movement is created by the multiple layers of the 
musical texture, in which modal interchange, modulation, added chromatic elements 
and consecutive or simultaneous use of different modes have as a result extreme 
chromaticism. The present paper tries to explore the way that modal elements, which 
either exist in the rebetiko tune or arise in Skalkottas's variations, are used in order to 
serve as source for the transformations of the thematic melodic material. The analysis 
will focus mainly on the re-harmonization of the melody and on the way modal pitch 
relations as well as intervallic relations establish pitch centers and symmetries as part 
of the pitch organization of the movement (especially of the third variation). 
The Rebetika are Greek songs associated with an urban low-life environment. The 
genre, born at the beginning of the 20th century and flourished mainly in the inter-war 
period, is an amalgamation of Greek popular songs, café-aman songs and popular 
music from Asia Minor and the late Ottoman Empire.6 It is based on Laikoi dromoi,7 a 
set of modes originating from Ottoman or Arabic makams, but adapted to the equal-
temperament (12-TET) tuning, allowing performance on fretted instruments like the 
guitar and the bouzouki. Dromoi are more of a communication code between 
musicians, than a clearly defined modal system. They are empirical and passed on 
informally by oral tradition, while a specific theoretical framework for their 
description has not been firmly established so far.8 A basic feature of dromoi is that they 
are based on the tetrachordal/pentachordal makam modal theory,9 albeit with the major 
difference of equal temperament, a structural feature enabling the use of polyphony 
and chordal accompaniment. Many scholars, as well as Greek musicians, have tried to 
systematize dromoi and their applications, but there is no definitive thorough study yet 
and one can find different names for a single mode among practicing musicians. 
Therefore, there are two different approaches to the definition of dromoi: The first one 
is considering dromoi to be an independent and idiomatic modal system, incorporating 
 
6 Gail Holst-Warhaft, "Rebetika", Grove Music Online (accessed 29/7/2019). 
7 A literal translation of the term would be "popular streets" (Dromos=street, Dromoi=plural of Dromos), 
however the expression—when used by musicians—means "Greek popular music modes". 
8Nikos Ordoulidis, "The Greek Popular Modes", British Postgraduate Musicology 11 (2011): 2-18. 
9 The Turkish makam is a compositional device which forms the basis for the melodic development of 
a piece of music and also provides some guidelines for its performance. It consists of specific tetrachords 
and pentachords which are combined in different ways, and the first tetrachord or pentachord gives the 
name to the makam. There also exists the feeling of expectation because of the existence of some 
important notes, such as tonic/final, dominant (which is not a standard scale degree), leading tones, 
temporary stopping notes and cadences which are related to each mode. Finally, modulations between 
makams are very common in this music, and they function as a melodic flavor (Kurt Reinhard & Martin 
Stokes, "Turkey IV. Art Music", Grove Music Online, accessed 29/7/2019). 
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monophonic (melodic) and harmonic (chordal) elements.10 The second is defining the 
relation between dromoi and makams and determining through this comparison the 
basic features of each dromos.11 
 
Tsitsanis's rebetiko song "Magissa tis Arapias" 
 
Firstly, we will examine the modality of the rebetiko song by Vassilis Tsitsanis. The 
original recording of the song was made by Vassilis Tsitsanis and Stratos Pagioumtzis 
in 194012 and its transcription (with transliterated lyrics of the first verse) can be seen 
in Figure 1.13The lyrics of the song express the poet's wish to leave and go to Africa to 
find a renowned witch who can break the spells cast on him. Perhaps, they also express 
Skalkottas's subconscious wish to leave for a faraway land, where he and his music 
will be free from the "bad spells" and ill-fate (this hypothesis could possibly provide 





10 Dimitris Mystakidis (Δημήτρης Μυστακίδης), The Lute - Methode (Thessaloniki: Εν Χορδαίς, 2004); 
Dimitris Mystakidis (Δημήτρης Μυστακίδης), The [Greek] popular guitar – Modality and harmonization, 
online publication (2015): http://www.dimitrismystakidis.gr/book/the-rembetiko-guitar/ (accessed 
29/4/2019); Christos Nikolopoulos (Χρήστος Νικολόπουλος), Modes of Greek Popular Music for all 
instruments (Athens: Filippos Nakas, 2013); Kyriakos Kalaitzidis, (Κυριάκος Καλαϊτζίδης) The Oud – 
Methode (Thessaloniki: Μιγδονία&Εν Χορδαίς, 1996); Charalampos Pagiatis (Χαράλαμπος Παγιάτης), 
The [Greek] popular dromoi (Athens: Fagotto Books, 1987); Ordoulidis, "The Greek Popular Modes", 2-18; 
Stathis Gauntlett, Rebetika, Carmina Graeciae Recentoris (Athens: D. Harvey and Co, 1985). 
11 Evgenios Voulgaris and Vasilis Vantarakis (Ευγένιος Βούλγαρης και Βασίλης Βανταράκης), The 
Urban Popular Song in Greece during the Interwar Period - Smyrneika and Pireotika Rembetika (TEI of Epirus 
& Fagotto Books, 2007); Marios Mavroidis (Μάριος Μαυροειδής), The Modes in Eastern Mediterranean 
(Athens: Fagotto, 1999); Marko Jouste, "The remains of maqam-based music of the Ottoman Era in 
Anatolian Greek music", in The structure and idea of maqam: historical approaches - Proceedings of the Third 
Conference of the ICTM Maqam Study Group, ed. J. Elsner & R. P. Pennanen (Tampere: Dept. of Folk 
Tradition, 1997), 87-102. 
12 LLP: His Master's Voice [Greece] ΑΟ - 2657 / OGA – 1077. You can listen to the song through this 
weblink:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8wU_Bd_vdQ. 
13 The transcription was carried out by the authors of the present article. The song's tonality –as heard 
from the recording– is Bb minor, however the transcription has been made in A minor instead 
(transposed one semitone lower), because it is very uncommon for rebetika songs to be played in this 
tonality, so perhaps this is a case either of wrong playback speed of the vinyl disk or of higher tuning 
of the instruments. 









It should be mentioned that since the song uses equal-tempered scale and simple 
chordal harmony, we will refer to tetrachords and pentachords without taking into 
account microtones or makam terminology. Besides, neither Skalkottas nor Tsitsanis 
used microtones in any of their works/songs, while Tsitsanis was famous for his 
innovating harmonic thinking14that contradicted to the horizontal thinking of other 
musicians of his time, and for changing the tuning of the bouzouki.15 Thus, makam 
 
14Lampros Liavas (Λάμπρος Λιάβας), Greek Song from 1821 to the 1950s [Το Ελληνικό τραγούδι από το 
1821 έως τη δεκαετία του 1950] (Athens: Εμπορική Τράπεζα της Ελλάδος, 2009), 12.  
15 Pennanen also mentions Tsitsanis as a pioneer in the development towards an emphasis on chordal 
harmony and spread of functional harmony which caused the disappearance of dromoi related to 
Ottoman makams [in Risto Pekka Pennanen, "The Development of Chordal Harmony in Greek Rebetika 
and Laika music, 1930's to 1960's", British Journal of Ethnomusicology 6 (1997): 68]. 
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theory is not applicable here, and we will use the terminology that was presented by 
Dimitris Mystakidis in his book on the Laiki Kithara16for the description of the dromoi, 
as well as the standard terminology of Pitch Class Set theory17 for the description of the 
pitch material. 
Ordering all notes upwards and taking A as the modal center, the tune seems to be 
based on the Α harmonic minor mode, also referred to as harmonic minor dromos.18 
 
Figure 2 




There are two pitches in brackets in the scale shown in Figure 2. The first one is G 
natural because of the double statement of the leading tone as G natural and G#. An 
extreme example of this double statement is in m. 13, where we have the ascending 
version of the leading tone G# in the accompaniment, sounding together with the G in 
the main melody. The second one refers more to a local leading tone to D (C#), which 
makes D a locally important note.  
Additionally, as mentioned above, one basic characteristic of laikoi dromoi is the 
existence of final and dominant notes. For the current mode, the final is A and the 
dominant is E, which is the base of the second tetrachord of the mode, while D also 
gains relative importance as a salient note of the melody. Customarily, when makams 
and dromoi are examined, tetrachords and pentachords are used to define their 
identity and pitch content. To make these elements clear and applicable to an atonal 
context, we take into consideration tetrachords based on dominant or locally 
important notes. Those tetrachords and pentachords, expressed as pitch class sets in 





16 Dimitris Mystakidis, The [Greek] popular guitar – Modality and harmonization, ibid. 
17 Allen Forte, The Structure of Atonal Music (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1973). 
18 The origin of this dromos is nihavend makam, as this makam has two forms, each consisting of a 
different second part: hicaz tetrachord or nihavend pentachord, but, in any case, with the same leading 
tone G# above the tonic. 








Among them, 5-Z18 is in subcomplex relation with 4-10 and 4-7, and 4-7 with 4-11 have 
Rp relation,19 showing that modal material taken from the song possesses interesting 
coherence. 
The above-mentioned modal elements of the original song will be found as melodic 
and accompanying features in the second movement of Skalkottas's Double Concerto 
in the following analysis.  
 
Skalkottas's theme (b. 1-28) 
 
As mentioned above, Skalkottas's theme is based on an almost exact version of 
Tsitsanis's song. The first 28 measures of the movement, which function as the 
statement of the theme, include the presentation of Skalkotas's version of the basic 
melodic line of the song and one shortly varied repetition (see Fig. 4). 
 
Figure 4 




19 Maximum similarity with respect to pitch class according to Forte (Forte, The Structure of Atonal Music, 
49). 
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Here, one can see the obvious similarities between the song and the theme (melodic 
contour, rhythmic elements, basic melodic and harmonic endings). One of the major 
differences, regarding pitch content, between the original melody and the first 
statement of the theme is the modification of the cadence inb. 10. The song includes 
two melodic cadences of the same type in A, whereas Skalkottas chooses to make the 
first cadence ending in E, the dominant note of the mode. This option is not contrary 
to the mode's characteristics, but produces a number of differentiations in the cadential 
process. These differentiations can be included in a pentachord starting from E: [E-F-
G#-A-Bb]. The new pentachord [0,1,4,5,6]20 incorporates an already existing tetrachord, 
the 4-7, with the addition of a semitone, being in subcomplex relation with this 
tetrachord of the original tune. Through this modification, Skalkottas introduces the 
new tetrachord 4-4 as a significant feature of the theme, and therefore the semitone as 
a basic motivic/thematic element. 
In the second varied presentation of the main melody (b. 16-28) modifications occur, 
as in the first case, at the first cadential point (b. 20-22). The pentachord starting from 
D is modified at its fifth note, which is one semitone (instead of one tone) higher from 
the fourth degree (D-E-F-G-Ab). The new 5-10 pentachord, as earlier, includes an 
already existing tetrachord, the 4-10, and a new one, the 4-3, creating one more 
motivic/thematic element. 
So far, taking into consideration only the melodic line, we notice that all modifications 
result from the transformation of the basic tetrachords and pentachords of the given 
modes, producing even more modal material for the variations. The identity of the 
modal melody is not actually changed and the dominant notes of the mode are 
highlighted by the modifications at the cadence points. However, this fact is not 
sufficient for establishing a modal identity to the whole texture. The musical surface is 
subdivided into four different layers, each having a different function in relation to the 
main melodic line. 
The lower layer includes two voices (see Fig. 5), the lower one unfolding an augmented 
Eb triad with an added major 7th, and the upper voice including a variation of the main 




20 In normal order. The prime form would be [0,1,2,5,6]. 




Lower layer of the theme. 
 
 
This layer has a modal identity (according to the included notes and their position) 
with Eb as pitch center. In bars 1-14, the succession of tones reveals a new mode based 
on tetrachords similar to the tune's tetrachord [0,1,3,5]. The succession is Eb-(F)-G-Ab-
Bb-C-D-Eb21 and constitutes a new mode which sounds simultaneously with the other 
layers and is constructed from the already existing tetrachords. 
The middle layer includes a symmetrical ostinato with C# as the axis of symmetry, 
around which there are two semitonal motives (see Fig. 6). The upper one includes the 
two notes that would complete the lower layer's Eb mode (F and F#, which were in 
brackets earlier) and the lower one includes the tonic and the leading tone of the upper 
layer's A minor (A and G#).  
 
Figure 6 
Symmetry at the middle level of the surface 
 
 
Symmetry is based upon 3rd and 4th relations between C# and the other notes and 
denotes the composer's intention to create symmetrical structures. 
The upper voice can be included in the upper layer with the main melody. It includes 





21 F is in brackets because it does not exist in the surface.  








This E, apart from its importance as the dominant of the main mode and the 
significance given by the composer at the end of the phrase, functions as the upper 
note of another axis of symmetry, shown below. 
 
Figure 8 
Symmetrical modes between upper (Figure 7) and lower (Figure 5) layers. 
 
 
The two simultaneously sounding modes upon which the upper and the lower layers 
are based, arise as a symmetrical result of these two notes comprising the axis (Fig. 8). 
This kind of bimodality which is established from the first measure of the movement 
will remain for the next measures. 
The first phrase ends chromatically, with the addition of dissonant fourth chords 
(Fig.9,b. 14-15). These fourths will continue as a middle layer of the surface in the initial 
bars of the second phrase of the theme (b. 16-22) and the symmetrical harmonic 
organization of the surface level will return at the end of the theme (b. 22-28). The 
harmonic organization of b. 16-21 is based on the integral mixing of the two modes 
presented earlier, without the axis as a surface element. It starts with A and E in root 
position. The three textural layers of this second presentation complete the full 
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chromatic aggregate in every measure. The basic tetrachords and their subsets 
(trichords) begin to underlie many of the accompanying chords. 
Figure 9 







The same principles govern both the first and the second variations of the theme. The 
most important aspects of the first variation (b. 29-52) are the chromatic embellishment 
of the modes' pitches with gracenotes in the main melody (Fig. 10) and a new 
symmetrical axis (from b. 40 to the end of the variation). 
 
Figure 10 
Bars 29-32 (Vln II): embellishment of the main melody 
 
 
The second variation (b. 53-88) is mainly based on the transpositions of the given 
melodic and harmonic material, bringing to light different aspects of symmetrical 
relations and passages with full ascending and descending modes, which are based on 
the basic tetrachords already presented (Fig. 11).  




Examples of new modes in the Vln II part, b. 66-67 (pcs in prime form) 
 
 
Due to the limited space of this paper,22special focus will be given only on the third 
variation (b. 89-112), as a characteristic example of the way that modality functions as 
a creative source in order to vary a given thematic material. This variation is 
subdivided into two parts: the 1stis b. 89-100 and 2ndb. 101-112. 
The most characteristic element of this variation is the triplet ostinato with the G major 
triad (b. 89-97) in the lower layer of the musical texture (Figure 12, frame in the lower 







The use of triads is quite common in all variations, and this is connected to the intro of 
Tsitsanis's song, whose melodic line is based on arpeggiations.23 So, triads are not only 
a determining factor either for the mode or for the pitch center, but also a basic melodic 
element of the given material. G is also reinforced by the G pedal at the first violin 
 
22 For the analysis of the 4th (b. 113-153) and 5th (b. 154-197) variations, as well as the full analysis of the 
1st and 2nd variations, see Penelope Papagiannopoulou ([Πηνελόπη Παπαγιαννοπούλου)], Pitch class 
organization and form of Nikos Skalkottas's double concertos: Classical tradition and innovation [Οργάνωση 
φθογγικού υλικού και μορφής στα διπλά κοντσέρτα του Νίκου Σκαλκώτα: Παράδοση και 
πρωτοτυπία] (PhD diss., Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, 2019), chapter 5.3. 
23 In Tsitsanis's song most arpeggiations are minor chords. In contrast, Skalkottas uses major chords for 
the arpeggiations and this fact is connected to his unique variation technique. Besides, both minor and 
major triads belong to the same pcs’ category (3-11 or [0,3,7]). 
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(shown with a frame at the 1st violin in Fig. 12). The notes of the G triad at the 
presentation of the theme were a subset of the Eb mode of the lower layers. Now an 
independent role is given to the triad, and Eb becomes the modal center of the main 
melody at the 2nd violin for b. 89-91 and at the 1st violin for b. 92-98.  
The new Eb mode of the melody (Fig. 13), as can be clearly observed from the melodic 
movement, has different ascending and descending forms. It can be analyzed into 
three basic tetrachords: 4-12 and 4-10 for the ascending form and 4-11 for the 
descending one. The tetrachords 4-10 and 4-11 were identified in the mode of the initial 
mode of the song (see Fig. 3), while another common element is the pentachord 5-z18, 








So, the first modal center is Eb (with the new mode) and the second coexisting center 
is G. The G is established not only through the arpeggiating ostinato, but also through 
the accompanying material of the first violin. The melody of Vln I inb. 88-91 starts from 
D (dominant of G mode) and descends chromatically to Ab (see Fig. 12), avoiding 
reaching G, because the melody continues with the Eb mode, leading to the next 
presentation of the main melody. 
The upper accompanying layer of the orchestra, displaying in triadic formations the 
notes of the ostinato layer of the theme, is organized symmetrically around a G axis, 
which now functions as a tonal center. So, these notes now have a different function 
as symmetrical neighboring notes to G: C#, F, F#, G, G#, A, C# (Fig. 14). 
  








In the second part of this variation (b. 101-112), through transposition and intervallic 
transformation, Skalkottas makes another bimodal passage, with different relations 
between some layers. The basic element of the variation, the ostinato, is transposed 
seven semitones up (T7) and so does the pedal at the second violin and the upper layer 
of the orchestral accompaniment. Modifications are made to the upper voice of the 
second violin and to the main melody at the first violin.  
 
Figure 15 
Second part of the variation, b. 101-112. 
 
 





So, while in the first case we found a major third relation between the two main layers 
– the ostinato in G and the main melodic line in Eb –, now in the second part, the 
ostinato consists of a D major chord and the main melody is based on C, in 
correspondence with the first presentation (see Fig. 15).  
Generally, one prominent feature of this variation's main melody is the similarity of 
its harmonic nature with the introduction of Tsitsanis's song: while it starts from the 
arpeggiation of the tonic (A minor), soon the melody is based on the III harmonic 
degree (C major). So, this happens in this variation: in the first two cases the melody 
moves from Eb to Gb and in this last part from C to Eb.  
Arriving at Eb, the bimodal progressions are approaching their conclusion via a small 
passage (b. 104-106), returning to the initial bimodal relation E/Eb for the last six 
measures. This return is not combined with the symmetrical modes found in the 
presentation of the theme, but coincides with the return of the semitonal initial melody 
of the theme transposed by 8 semitones (T8). 
As a result, it becomes obvious that this third variation, which is the only one that 
seemingly does not have any immediate motivic connection to the theme (only to some 
elements that appeared as a result of previous variations), is based on modal relations 
that have ruled throughout the material from the presentation of the theme. 
Bimodality, which is based –to a large extent–on third relations (a central element not 
only of the song and the theme, but also of the preceding variations) has an important 
role in the variational process. On the other hand, chromaticism is achieved not only 
through modal interchange and simultaneous use of different modes, but also through 
added chromatic elements. In this chromatic context, the modal identity of each layer 
of the musical surface or each smaller part, is defined mainly by root positions, central 
notes, and specific tetrachords. There are also additional chromatic elements, found at 
the closures of each phrase of the theme and of every variation, which in some cases, 
such as in the third variation, they are found as salient elements of the surface (for 
example the upper accompanying layer of the orchestra). These elements are following 
the general transformations and, in every case, they have a different relation with the 
given modal environment.  





Concluding, in this movement, Skalkottas has created a musical world which is 
simultaneously modal and atonal. There are no root progressions as determining 
factors and the full chromatic aggregate is completed approximately in every measure. 
On the other hand, melodies, without their accompaniment, are purely diatonic with 
chromatic elements that arise from Laikoi Dromoi. In fact, there is no intrinsic chordal 
function attributed to the melodies and this is evident in elements that could refer to a 
certain chord or mode, but are eventually part of a wider symmetry through the use 
of a certain axis.24 Essentially, through procedures that are based on developing 
variation, elements of a given modal system are "transposed" to a certain chromatic. In 
his book Chromaticism, Vladimir Barsky mentions: "The functioning of modal systems 
within the framework of the twelve-tone chromaticism of modern pitch structures 
does not counter to their nature but calls for the composer's special effort to retain the 
coloring of the mode and its basic constructional principles".25 This is exactly what 
Skalkottas does. As a composer who balances between modernity and tradition and in 
this case between atonality and modality, he achieves to create a chromatic modal 
system whose elements are at the same time theoretically coherent (they are well 
organized in symmetrical structures) and practically rewarding (they provide a rich 
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